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Mayco  Glazes

SW406SW405

Magma sample

SW405 ........Light Magma ........................... $16.25
SW406 ........Dark Magma ...........................$16.25

SW401 SW402

Flux Glazes
SW-401 Light Flux and SW-402 Dark Flux are mid-range glazes that were developed to be used 
in combination with other mid-range glazes to produce flowing effects. Designed to fire to cone 
5-6, but can be fired to cone 9-10. PLEASE NOTE: movement will be more pronounced when 
fired at the higher temperatures (cone 9-10).

Flux sample

SW401 ....... LightFlux  (4oz) .........................   $5.25
SW402 ....... Dark Flux (4oz) .........................   $5.25

Magma Glazes
SW405 Light Magma and SW406 Dark Magma were developed to create a rough, cratered 
surface. Thicker applications will create more texture. 

SW403 SW404

Mudcrack
SW403 White and SW404 Black Mudcrack were developed to create a highly textured, raised 
and cracked surface. Thicker applications will create more texture.

Mudcrack sample

SW401P ..... Light Flux  (pint) .......................$17.00
SW402P .....Dark Flux  (pint) ........................$17.00
SW403 ....... White Mudcrack ......................$16.25
SW404 ....... Black Mudcrack ......................$16.25

SW501 .......White Gloss .............................$14.65
SW502 ....... Yellow Gloss ............................ $14.65
SW503 .......Orange Gloss ...........................$16.45
SW504 .......Red Gloss ................................$16.45
SW505 ....... Purple Gloss ............................$14.65
SW506 .......Bright Blue Gloss ....................$14.65
SW507 .......Bright Green Gloss..................$14.65
SW508 .......Black Gloss .............................$14.65
SW509 .......Dark Green Gloss ...................$14.65
SW510 .......Blue Gloss ............................... $14.65
SW511 ....... Pink Gloss ............................... $14.65
SW512 ....... Coral Gloss ..............................$14.65
SW513 .......Brown Gloss ............................ $12.75
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Stoneware Gloss Glazes
Mayco’s Stoneware Gloss glazes produce bright, opaque colors with a high gloss finish. Stoneware Gloss glazes can be used in design, all over 
coverage and are the ideal product for intermixability at mid-range temperatures. The integrity of your design will remain unchanged as these 
glazes are incredibly stable and will not move or combine with surrounding colors. As with all of the Stoneware Glazes, these Gloss glazes work 
well on a variety of clay bodies and have a firing range from cone 5 to cone 10, some colors change slightly at higher temperatures, so test!


